Jeep jk stereo install

I am still not sure why these guys let me do this stuff. Make it all work. And make it look good
when you are done. But make it look pretty? Um, after all these years I would think they would
know me better. I gotta tell you, installing one of these is more complicated than installing a
regular head unit. And that is all without putting an amplifier in the Jeep. However, it also does
say that it does navigation, and as delivered from Quadratec, it includes the auxiliary TomTom
navigation unit. I ended up going in there with a Dremel tool and a reinforced cutoff wheel so
that I could cut it in half and get it out. Once that was out, the Sony fit in the dash, and it was
time to put the mounting brackets on it to see how it fit with the outer dash panel. I laid it down
next to the original head unit to get a rough idea of where the mounting holes had to go. Next
step is to bolt it into the dash and reinstall the outer panel. Even with matching the new head
unit with the factory one, it took me two or three tries to get it in there correctly so it looked
good like they wanted it to. It talks to the factory computer to allow the new head unit to turn on.
The Sony included wires to get from the back of the unit out about 6 feet, so that you can plug
in all your little gizmos and doo-dads. These plugs are in the dash behind the head unit, so to
keep them from vibrating loose and forcing me to pull the dash apart again, I taped them up.
That should hold for as long as I need it to. I called TomTom, Sony, and Quadratec, and they all
had never heard of this problem before. The problem is, when the navigation is active, the
music from either the satellite radio or streaming over Bluetooth is broken. It plays for several
seconds and then goes completely quiet for one or two seconds. That gets super annoying
really quickly. The only solution I found was to just unplug the TomTom if I wanted to listen to
either of those two music sources. If anyone has had this problem before and knows how to fix
it, please let me know. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Pete Trasborg Photographer,
Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Works for Jeep Wrangler with and without the
amplifier. If the original stereo does not have amplifier â€” please contact us for additional
instructions on how to change speaker cable. Mike G verified owner â€” November 17, I will
admit that I was a little skeptical on how great this head unit was going to be. I ordered the
Flush 3 piece kit it is worth the wait if out of stock and was blown away at how great it fit and
looks in my JK Rubicon Unlimited. Install was fairly easy but ran into an issue with hooking up
my aftermarket backup cam previously connected to the stock Uconnect N system using
LockPick. Vitaliy at GTA worked with me and I was able to get it working great. This enabled the
back up cam to pop up on my screen when I placed the Jeep in reverse I have a manual 6 speed
transmission. What I did differently from the instructions was to wire the camera power itself
red wire on my camera to another power source turns on only when Jeep is on to provide
constant power to the cam. This is great when pulling a trailer or if you just want to see what is
behind you when you are not in reverse. I have no issues with this setup. It does change modes
from radio to music player to a blank screen which in the old uConnect displayed video but
none here. But again, no big deal as all of the other steering wheel controls work volume,
change station, etc. Otherwise it has all of the other android apps and the Android Auto part
works great too for Waze, Spotify, Google maps, etc. You will not regret it. Pros: Big screen,
flush factory look, android apps, ability to watch movies and listen to music without connecting
your phone to it. I thought this was going to come from Canada eh but it actually shipped from
China. No offense to anyone in the logistics chain for the product but I did wait a couple days
and actually sanitized the unit before I did the install to put my mind at ease. The box it came in
was actually not as big as I expected for the price of shipping but it was packaged very well and
nothing was damaged when I received it. Coming from China I expected the box to be all beat
up with holes in the side but this came undamaged interior and exterior. Thanks guys! You have
made me one happy owner of your product! Larry Londer verified owner â€” August 30, Love
my GTA What a drastic upgrade from the standard OEM stereo. I also purchased the backup
cameraâ€¦how nice it is to be able to see behind your Jeep. I am constantly discovering new
features on this stereo. One day I accidentally tapped the button behind my steering wheel and
next thing I know music videos are playing on the screen. I was initially disappointed in the fit of
the dash portion over my instrument panel but when I co tatted them I got a rapid response with
a quick fix that was perfect and it now looks factory installed. There was 1 peg that did not line
up with the slot and removing that peg allowed it to sit flush. I had 1 issue with my iPhone
CarPlay dropping off and again they quickly responded with instructions how to update the
software and again that fixed my issue. I only wish that it came with a manual for how all the
features work and everything you can do with it. I feel like I have just barely scratched the
surface of its capabilities. Love it! Scott R. This was super easy to install. I was so impressed. I
have never done anything like this before and was very nervous to proceed. The video gave me
the confidence I needed and now I feel like I can open my own custom shop. What a great
product. So easy to use and install. If you know how to use an Android tablet or phone then this
is exactly the same interface. The Apple CarPlay works awesome and seamless. Make sure you

allow the CarPlay app to have access to the microphone in the app settings. I connected to my
home WiFi when I set it up and then used my phone as a hotspot. Youtube works, streaming
movies work. The price is perfect and all the reviews I read about similar products that cost
more, were suspect. I highly recommend this as a must have and it has a low learning curve to
install. Buy the panel kit GTA sells as it make it way easier to install and give you the confidence
not to break anything. Running the cables for the mic and Satellite were the hardest things to
do, but not that hard. Just some learning curve. Just watch the video and you will be good to
go. I installed the Sat antennae on the window so running that cable was very easy to tuck in
behind the molding. I am not sure I am going to connect the Sat radio yet. I have the Sirius XM
app and you can use that either on your phone through CarPlay or use the hotspot on my phone
and just use the Head Unit to download the SiriusXM app and sign in with your account. The
possibilities are endless. That is one thing I have never done. Anyhow, I hope this gives you the
confidence to do this on your own. Highly recommend this. You will love it. Adrian Jr verified
owner â€” August 20, My jeep is now my temple ever since this installation. Navigation is a
breeze just download offline maps for google. IFâ€¦I was crazy enough to sell it! Happy to send
pics if anyones interested or has any install questions. Sergio L verified owner â€” May 9, I
highly recommend it to anyone who cares about having a pretty cool radio. Highly recommend!
Login Remember me. Lost your password? This unit can be extended with Dashboard Camera
and Backup Camera Comes with all dash board pieces and all plugin cables required for
installation. For best results the unit needs to be connected to the internet via WiFi stick inside
the car or mobile hot-spot from the phone. Still have questions? Please check our Android FAQ.
Disclaimer: install at your own risk GTA Car Kits is not responsible and should not be liable for
any damages caused to you or your vehicle during installation of the kit. If you don't feel
comfortable with DIY installation - please contact a car audio professional in your local area.
Product Description. Mike G verified owner â€” November 17, I will admit that I was a little
skeptical on how great this head unit was going to be. Adrian Jr verified owner â€” August 20,
My jeep is now my temple ever since this installation. Add Your Review. Appearance Original
panels and the screen is sticking out by one inch. Appearance Aftermarket panels and the
screen is flush with the rest of the dashboard. Car Handness Can be installed both on left-hand
and right-hand driving cars. Car Handness Can be installed on left-hand driving cars only.
Product Photo. Sound Bar Buying Guide. Home Theater Systems Buying Guide. Home Theater
Receivers Buying Guide. Home Speaker Deals. Receiver Deals. Turntable Deals. Devialet's new
Phantom range innovates across the board: design, signal processing, user interaction, and
efficiency. TV Buying Guide. AV Receivers Buying Guide. TV Deals. Sound Bar Deals. Read
more. Headphone Buying Guide. Headphone Deals. Bluetooth Speaker Deals. From the latest
on-ear headphones to truly wireless earbuds, we share our favorite headphones and
accessories. Shop now. Car Fit Finder. Schedule a free consultation today. After some
consultation and a quick evaluation of the system, we were prepared to rock their world. The
first and perhaps most important item on the agenda was the new touchscreen radio. She uses
an iPhone so getting Apple CarPlay into the mix was a must. CarPlay allows her to use Apple
Maps, Waze, or Google Maps for navigation while handling phone calls, text messages, and
music streaming services such as Spotify, Pandora, Tidal, etc. We tied the existing steering
wheel audio controls into the new Kenwood stereo using an iDatalink Maestro RR module. And,
as a bonus, our client would now also be able to view vehicle information such as tire pressure
and battery voltage right through the interface on the touchscreen. These speakers deliver
some seriously impressive bass response - one of the main reasons they are so popular - and
since the client did not want a subwoofer at this phase of the project, they were the perfect
choice to give her some solid bass performance via speakers alone. So as not to compromise
on the Wrangler style, we installed all of the new speakers behind the existing factory-installed
speaker grilles. A stealth installation, but a mighty upgrade in comparison to what was there
before. Made of premium sound components and boasts a 2-year warranty, this was a
no-brainer amplifier choice for something compact, but powerful. This camera system mounts
on the spare tire mount and provides a reverse camera, large brake light, and a bright LED
reverse light to help illuminate the area behind the Jeep when the vehicle is put into reverse. At
the end of the installation, some time was spent tuning the new audio system through the
controls at the amplifier as well as the DDXS receiver. Not to toot our own horn, but it sounded
absolutely incredible and the client was pleased with everything â€” especially the fact that all
of the speakers were invisible behind those Jeep speaker grilles. This is the type of system that
a Wrangler should be born with! You must be logged in to write a comment. Log In. Sign up to
receive exclusive offers and recommendations from our experts! World Wide Stereo. Navigation
Search Help Cart. Home Audio Home Audio. Ready to find your speaker soulmate? Browse our
selection of premium home speakers. Shop Now. See what TVs were voted Best of Check out

what our experts think are the best car stereos of Our Services. All of our projects are expertly
designed and installed. Get Inspired. Filed Under: project profiles. By Chris Mulhearn. The
Audio System The first and perhaps most important item on the agenda was the new
touchscreen radio. The sound is incredible and the install is flawless. There are so many
options with the car-play components that I can control with my steering wheel controls. The
after-market camera is priceless due to the size of the jeep - it gives me a clear view behind the
vehicle and is compatible with the Kenwood touchscreen. The final result has totally exceeded
my expectations! Products used in this project. Meet the installer: Chris Mulhearn. Write a
Comment You must be logged in to write a comment. Visit A Showroom. Ardmore, PA. Want the
inside scoop? Sign Me Up. Features Arrow. Tech Specs Arrow. Owner's Manual Arrow. The
large, 9-inch screen has Capacitive Touch and a Swipe Graphical User Interface is optimized for
in-vehicle smartphone use. The next-generation design makes screen performance even faster.
Using the SiriusXM Connect Vehicle Tuner and a SiriusXM subscription both required and sold
separately , you get access to an extensive channel lineup of new and exclusive
commercial-free music, sports and comedy and SiriusXM Latino, a suite of Spanish-language
programming. Alpine does HD Radio. Get all the local music and programming you want to hear
in a crystal-clear digital format. Extend your music choices further with multi-casting capability
and you'll hear more talk and music content from the stations you already receive. To find
stations near you, visit HD Radio. Stream audio and video from your smartphone or other HDMI
based sources. Do you enjoy lossless music files? This ensures that your vehicle stays
accurately positioned on the map even in areas where it's difficult to receive GPS reception,
such as in a tunnel or around tall buildings. OnPoint Plus simultaneously uses three
technologies -- satellite-linked positioning data, gyro sensor technology to determine the
vehicle's direction and accelerometer technology to gauge the vehicle's speed -- resulting in
continuous coverage of the location of your vehicle. Signup to get Alpine news. Hear it first!
Instagram Logo. R-Series R-S Store Locator. Contact An Expert. Revisit your favorite trails
through Off-Road Mode trip recording. The built-in navigation has Turn-by-Turn voice-guided
driving d
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irections, with Pinch-to-Zoom mapping for a detailed view of your map. The Latest Map
Guarantee which ensures the latest map data on the system when registered on alpine.
Selectable vehicle information can be displayed on the large, 9-inch screen so drivers can
monitor tire pressure, battery voltage, door status, engine codes, and user-customizable
gauges. Assign graphical icons to the accessories for quick identification and control them
through a pulsed, latched, or momentary output. Add a front and side camera with various
views like ground view and wide-angle view to see past your vehicle and multi-angle views to
see two images on the screen. An optional Multi-Camera Selector sold separately is available
for the driver with multiple camera systems. Control your cameras right from the large, 9-inch
touchscreen and choose the viewing option to be displayed on the screen. Shopping Cart.
Continue Shopping. LogoAlpine ;. All Rights Reserved. California Transparency in Supply
Chains Act.

